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The Devil's Graveyard
In The One Percenter Code, best-selling Motorbooks
author and editor of Easyriders magazine Dave
Nichols takes up where he left off in One Percenter:
The Legend of The Outlaw Bikers. Nichols takes
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readers
and pulls back the secretive curtain on the biker
lifestyle. He explores the concept of brotherhood,
ultimately arriving at a new definition of family and
community in the process. Being a member of a one
percenter motorcycle club requires extreme
discipline; in this book, Nichols shows us what that life
offers in return. Nichols delves into the one percenter
code of conduct and honor and finds something that
is sorely lacking in modern society. In this book, he
shows us how we can apply those values in our own
lives. The world of the outlaw biker has its own roughhewn rules of order, and The One Percenter Code acts
as a guidebook to that truth-, honor-, and brotherhoodbased world.

The "Gest Hystoriale" of the Destruction
of Troy
Written by USA Today Bestselling Author, Cassie
Alexandra. Cover model - Gus Smyrnios Photographer
- Christopher John (CJC Photography) Cover Designer Kellie Dennis / Book Cover By Design First book in this
series is FREE - Resisting the Biker Nothing is ever fair
in love and war, especially when the woman of your
dreams is the same one seeking to destroy you. If he
plays his cards right, Hollywood (Jayce Morris) is
hoping to become a newly patched member of the
Gold Vipers, a notorious biker club located in the
Midwest. Life is good and he's never been happier,
until he becomes the target of an assassin. A woman
who isn't just psychotic, but the most beautiful
creature he's ever laid eyes on. Growing up in foster
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care, Ava
abuse at the hands of the very same people paid to
protect her. Whenever things turned ugly, she went to
that special place in her mind, where childhood
memories kept her sane. The faint but cherished ones
of her older brother, Andrew, the guy who used to
sing her lullabies and make early morning pancakes.
Years pass and memories fade… but not completely,
and when Ava finally gets her shit together, she
decides to search for her long-lost brother. When she
learns he’s been murdered by the Gold Vipers, she
sets out to destroy everyone involved, including
Hollywood, one of the last to see Andrew alive. This
story contains crude language, sexual situations, and
violence. Is not suitable for readers under the age of
18. Please do not buy if any of this offends you. This is
a work of fiction and is not meant to be a true
depiction of a motorcycle club. It was written for
entertainment only. Cover model - Gus Smyrnios
Photographer - Christopher John (CJC Photography)
Cover Designer - Kellie Dennis / Book Cover By Design
Search Terms: MC biker romance, The Biker Series,
biker, mc romance, steamy romance, sexy, dark
erotica, dark romance, billionaire obsession,
Billionaire, Billionaire bad boys club, billionaire
romance, Motorcycle Action Adventure, contemporary
romance, romance, Motorcycle Club Romance,
Motorcycle Club, best seller series,

Into the Devil's Den
A college girl looking for an adventure. A devilish bad
boy biker. One unforgettable ride Karen Donavan is a
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college
graduating. Determined and driven in her academic
pursuits, Karen has failed to take advantage of the
time she's had as a student to have fun. One night,
her friends convince her to go out for a karaoke night
at the local biker bar where she encounters the Hell
Fire motorcycle club Vice President Cole Jacobs,
whom Karen finds herself drawn to even though she
knows he's everything she's taught to avoid her entire
life. Cool and collected with a bit of a bad boy streak,
Cole Jacobs loves to ride his bike hard and fast--just
like how he runs his life. One look at Karen and he
knows he has to have her in his life. When Cole offers
Karen a ride on his bike, she finally sees an
opportunity to have the fun she's denied herself for all
these years. But her own reservations are doing
everything to keep her right where she is. With the
bike purring outside and Cole's hand ready to take
her for the wildest ride of her life, Karen must make a
choice: the comfort of familiarity or the tantalizing
possibilities of the unknown.

The New Testament - For our Christian
Biker Brothers
After her boyfriend, a leader of a local motorcycle
gang, dumps her, Crystal, the self-proclaimed
"baddest bitch on two wheels," is forced to work at a
gentleman's club where she is betrayed by one of her
best friends, prompting her to take deadly action.
Original.

The One Percenter Code
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From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the
Percy Jackson and the Olympians series Rick Riordan,
triple-crown winner of the Edgar, Anthony, and
Shamus Awards, brings his fast-talking, hard-living,
Texas-hip P.I. Tres Navarre to the heart of the Lone
Star State—Austin—to unravel a case so dark,
twisted, and deadly, it can only involve family. Tres
Navarre, the P.I. with a Ph.D. in literature, heads to
Austin for a laid-back summer teaching gig. But he’s
in store for a whole lot more. His big brother
Garrett--computer whiz, Jimmy Buffett fanatic, and allaround eccentric—is hoping to retire a
multimillionaire by the fall. He’s bet his career and the
Navarre family ranch to do it. Then Garrett’s oldest
friend and business partner is murdered—and Garrett
is the only suspect. As Tres delves into Garrett’s
bizarre world to find the truth behind the murder, he
comes face to face with the damaged relationships,
violent lives, and billion-dollar schemes of a high-tech
world gone haywire. Connecting them all is beautiful
Lake Travis and the shocking secret that lies within its
depths. Now, as Tres struggles with his own troubled
family past and to clear his brother’ s name, he finds
himself stalked by a cold-blooded killer—one who
could spell the death of both Navarres. Don’t miss any
of these hotter-than-Texas-chili Tres Navarre novels:
BIG RED TEQUILA • THE WIDOWER’S TWO-STEP • THE
LAST KING OF TEXAS • THE DEVIL WENT DOWN TO
AUSTIN • SOUTHTOWN • MISSION ROAD • REBEL
ISLAND

Beneath the Biker
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Seeing Things
This is book 3 and the finale of the Satan's Riders MC
series! I bought her to break her. She was the prize of
the auction. And now she’s bare in my bed. But what
starts as another night of sating my hunger… Turns
into an adventure that might kill us both. BRANDON
Being part of an outlaw motorcycle club comes with
its perks. The law of the land is merely a suggestion
to be ignored. And out here, beyond its reach,
anything goes. Anything at all. That means girls,
guns, and drugs flow back and forth from man to man
like an endless river. Just reach in and quench your
thirst. Again, and again, and again. That’s how
Hannah ended up at my mercy. Just another club rat,
purchased to satisfy a man’s desires. Any other night,
with any other girl, I would have used her until I had
my fill, then kick her out the door. But this wasn’t any
other night. And Hannah isn’t any other girl. There is
something different about this one. And when my
enemies try to claw her back from me, she becomes
more than just a woman in my possession. She
becomes the spark that starts a wildfire. Bring on the
war, the carnage. I’ve staked my claim on Hannah.
And if they want to lay their hands on her again…
They’ll have to go through me. HANNAH I knew from
the beginning that I might not survive this ride. But I
never had a choice. They called me a club girl, but I
know what I really am: A disposable toy. They use me
when they want, and hurt me when they don’t. I’m
less than human to them. I’m a receptacle, a rag, a
piece of trash. And Brandon looks just as vicious as
the rest of them. When I’m handed to him, I don’t feel
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anything.
emotions away. So when the door shuts and we’re
finally alone, I do what I’ve been taught: Strip down
and get ready to please. The sooner he’s happy, the
sooner my suffering will end. But the biker surprised
me. He might look like the monsters who’ve spent
years hurting me, but underneath, he’s a different
man entirely. Somewhere beneath the leather and the
tattoos, there’s a heart. And maybe, just maybe, he’ll
be the one to save me. That is, if my owners don’t
come to steal me back first. *** RIDE WITH THE DEVIL
is the motorcycle club romance series you’ve been
waiting for. This bad boy romance is about an alpha
male biker who rescues an innocent girl. Their
romance love story will melt your heart and your
panties. If you love MC romance, then look no further.
Check out this dark romance with sex today. COME
TAKE A RIDE WITH THE DEVIL.

The Devil Went Down to Austin
Beneath the Biker is book 2 of The Warriors MC
trilogy. Book 3, Hot for the Biker, is available
everywhere now! I was innocent… until he made me
his. I was a prisoner in a life I hated. So when the
biker offered me a way out, I took it. I didn't know it
when I jumped on his bike, but… He never planned on
letting me go. BAMBI I'm an inmate in a gilded cage.
Pageants and parades, make-up and fancy dresses.
Some girls might kill for this. But to me, it was hell on
earth. And that makes my mother the devil. So when
the outlaw roared up on his chopper, all leather and
muscles and sin, I did the first thing that came to
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between my legs and his brawn in front of me, I felt
freer than I had since the day I was born. This was
wild. This was freedom. And then it all came crashing
down. The biker wasn't offering me a brief escape
from my f**ked-up world. He was kidnapping me for
good. And when I tried to go back to the home I'd
left… My mother slammed the door in my face. Now, I
have nowhere to go. I belong to a man whose plans
for me start with three little words: "Bend over,
sweetheart."

The Devil's Playground
Marked by the Devil
Liam “Hunter” Blake hates the Reapers MC. Born and
raised a Devil’s Jack, he knows his duty. He’ll defend
his club from their oldest enemies—the
Reapers—using whatever weapons he can find. But
why use force when the Reapers’ president has a
daughter who’s alone and vulnerable? Hunter has
wanted her from the minute he saw her, and now he
has an excuse to take her. Em has lived her entire life
in the shadow of the Reapers. Her overprotective
father, Picnic, is the club’s president. The last time
she had a boyfriend, Picnic shot him. Now the men in
her life are far more interested in keeping her daddy
happy than showing her a good time. Then she meets
a handsome stranger—a man who isn't afraid to treat
her like a real woman. One who isn't afraid of her
father. His name is Liam, and he’s The One. Or so she
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The Devil Can Ride
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The longtime
Republican strategist and bestselling author of
Everything Trump Touches Dies is back with a
guidebook for beating Trump’s tricks, traps, and
tweets in 2020. “If you believe America’s future
depends on Donald Trump’s political machine being
crushed at the polls next year, then Rick Wilson’s
Running Against the Devil is a must-read.”—Joe
Scarborough, MSNBC Donald Trump is exactly the
disaster we feared for America. Hated by a majority of
Americans, Trump’s administration is rocked by daily
scandals, and he’s embarrassed us at home and
abroad. Trump can’t win in 2020, right? Wrong. As
2016 proved, Trump can’t win, but the Democrats can
sure as hell lose. Only one thing can save Trump, and
that’s a Democratic candidate who runs the race
Trump wants them to run instead of the campaign
they must run to win in 2020. Wilson combines
decades of national political experience and insight in
his take-no-prisoners analysis, hammering Trump’s
destructive and dangerous first term in a case-bycase takedown of the worst president in history and
describing the terrifying prospect of four more years
of Trump. Like no one else can, Wilson blows the lid
off Trump’s 2020 Republican war machine, showing
the exact strategies and tactics they’ll use against the
Democratic nominee . . . and how the Democrats can
avoid the catastrophe waiting for them if they fall into
Trump’s trap. Running Against the Devil is sharply
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biting commentary. It’s a vital indictment of Trump, a
no-nonsense, no-holds-barred road map to saving
America, and the guide to making Donald Trump a
one-term president. The stakes are too high to do
anything less.

Hell on Wheels
Devils & Thieves
Women fall into my lap. Until an innocent beauty
crosses my path and wants nothing to do with me. I'm
one of the Devil's Riders, the inner circle of one of the
biggest motorcycle clubs in California. My brothers
and I live on the edge of society, and we like it just
fine. I'm swimming in easy women, but I'm easily
bored. Then one day, I see her. Molly McRae. She's
easy on the eyes and sweet as pie. All I want to do is
take a bite. From the moment I see Molly, I'm on a
mission. I chase her down and learn her name. Then I
begin my campaign to make her mine. I want to mark
her. I want to tattoo her silky skin and kiss away her
tears. Hell, I want to put my brand on her. My name.
My ring. And I won't stop until she's mine. Marked By
The Devil is Book 5 in The Devil's Riders Series. Each
book features a new couple with visits from old
favorites. Marked By The Devil can be read as a stand
alone but will be more enjoyable if the entire series in
read in order. Devil's Riders Book Order: - Wanted By
The Devil (Devlin's story) - Ride With The Devil (Jack's
story) - Trust the Devil (Donahue's story) - Dance With
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The Devil
(Callaway's story)

Running Against the Devil
In the start of a sizzling new series, bestselling author
Megan Crane takes readers deep into bayou country,
where the sultry swamp has nothing on the heat of
Louisiana’s fiercest bikers: the Devil’s Keepers. Merritt
Broussard grew up knowing she had two choices if
she stayed in Lagrange: run with the outlaws or get
left in their dust. So she got the hell out, leaving
behind a bad-boy biker and scorching memories of
their summer fling. Now Merritt’s back, with trouble
on her tail, and the sergeant-at-arms of the Devil’s
Keepers is the one person she can still trust. But
Greeley isn’t the boy she remembers. He’s harder
now, more dangerous—and even more alluring.
Joseph “Greeley” Shaw loves two things: his bike and
his club. At eighteen, he escaped a rough life, found
the Devil’s Keepers on the wrong side of a bad
weekend, and never looked back. Greeley swore to
live and die by their code: Devil’s Keepers first,
Devil’s Keepers forever. No one comes between him
and his brothers—except for the tantalizing woman
who touched his soul. Greeley’s the kind of man who
honors his commitments . . . and Merritt is one
promise he’s determined to keep. Praise for Devil’s
Honor “Megan Crane’s Devil’s Keepers series opens
with all the steamy heat of the Louisiana bayou. Fans
of MC romances will find plenty to enjoy amongst
these very bad boys, and readers who like their
romance full of descriptive detail will love the lush
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settings
Reviews “Tightly paced and intense.”—All About
Romance “Great chemistry . . . Greeley is the rough
and tough alpha male who knows what he wants . . .
and he gets it.”—Kelly’s Book Blog “Devil’s Honor was
sexy and romantic with a complex story. . . . [It]
should not be missed.”—Janet Reads Books Praise for
Megan Crane’s Make You Burn “If you are looking for
a hot and dirty read in the motorcycle club genre,
then Megan Crane is a new voice to follow. Her
characters are gritty, unapologetic, and led by their
animal instincts, whether in war or love.”—Heroes and
Heartbreakers “Crane piles on the passion and
danger. . . . This tough and dirty world is fascinating
and satisfying in its own way.”—Publishers Weekly
“Her style was so sultry and thick that I could almost
feel the sweat of the bayou and the pulse of Bourbon
Street as I read. I sunk deep into the story and
enjoyed every minute of it.”—Guilty Pleasures Book
Reviews

The Sinner's Tribe Motorcycle Club,
Books 1-3
Dive into this scorching series The Sinner's Tribe
Motocycle Club featuring red-hot, hard-riding bikers
and the women who can't help but love them from
New York Times bestselling author Sarah Castille.
Rough Justice Raised in a motorcycle gang, tough,
beautiful Arianne Wilder has always dreamed of a
normal life. But no sooner does she escape her
father's domineering grasp than she wakes up to find
herself in a rival gang's clubhouse—at the mercy of
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the dangerously
sexy Jagger Knight Beyond the Cut
Cade is an outlaw biker with allegiance to one thing
and one thing only: The Sinner's Tribe Motorcycle
Club. But when it comes to the stunningly sexy,
fiercely independent Dawn Delgado, Cade finds
himself hungrier for more. Trouble is on Dawn's heels
and he wants to be the answer to her prayers,
whether she wants him to be or not. What can't be
denied is the red-hot attraction between them.
However, as they fall deeper, the danger rises and
Cade may have to sacrifice it all Sinner’s Steel Tall,
dark, and dangerously handsome, Zane "Tracker"
Colter is the strong, silent type of tattooed muscle
biker who drives women wild. Evie's been in love with
Zane ever since they were children-until he broke her
heart and disappeared. Now he's back in her life,
bigger and badder than ever. Zane is stunned by how
beautiful and confident Evie's become. He wants her
so bad, he'd ride through fire to win her back. There's
one problem: Evie is dating his deadliest rival-the
leader of the Black Jacks-and if Evie and Zane hook
up, there'll be hell to pay

Ride with the Devil's Bride
The Devil's Graveyard is an area of desert. Its only
habitations are a small roadside gas station, and a
giant hotel, where the final of the Back From the Dead
singing competition is held, in which contestants
compete by impersonating dead stars. Except that
someone is killing them off . . . And there are other
killers out there, too - not to mention zombies . . .
Featuring characters from The Book With No Name
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and The
anything goes and anyone can enter. Even the judges
aren't quite what they seem. Sanchez, Elvis, the
Mystic Lady, a whole bunch of dead rock stars and, of
course, the Bourbon Kid are headed to the Hotel
Pasadena for what is quite literally the most cutthroat
reality show there's ever been. Dreams will be
crushed, deals will be made and blood will be spilled.
The Devil's Graveyard is a rip-roaring addition to the
series by the author with no name, which is
guaranteed to be every bit as gory, fast-paced and
adrenaline pumping as the previous novels. Not to be
missed.

Devil's Game
Property of the Biker is book 1 of The Warriors MC
trilogy. Books 2 and 3, Beneath the Biker and Hot for
the Biker are available everywhere now! I was
innocent… until he made me his. I was a prisoner in a
life I hated. So when the biker offered me a way out, I
took it. I didn't know it when I jumped on his bike,
but… He never planned on letting me go. BAMBI I'm
an inmate in a gilded cage. Pageants and parades,
make-up and fancy dresses. Some girls might kill for
this. But to me, it was hell on earth. And that makes
my mother the devil. So when the outlaw roared up
on his chopper, all leather and muscles and sin, I did
the first thing that came to mind: I took his
outstretched hand. With that bike between my legs
and his brawn in front of me, I felt freer than I had
since the day I was born. This was wild. This was
freedom. And then it all came crashing down. The
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biker wasn't
offering me a brief escape from my
f**ked-up world. He was kidnapping me for good. And
when I tried to go back to the home I'd left… My
mother slammed the door in my face. Now, I have
nowhere to go. I belong to a man whose plans for me
start with three little words: "Bend over, sweetheart."

Destroying the Biker (The Biker) An MC
Biker Romance
Devil, take me. A bewitchingly sexy urban fantasy
filled with magic and motorcycles from Jennifer Rush,
author of the Altered saga. In the world of the
"kindled," Crowe is as close as it gets to being king.
Unforgivably gorgeous and in possession of
dangerous magic, Crowe is the leader of the Devils'
League, a kindled motorcycle gang once headed by
his father. Now desperate for answers about his
father's mysterious death, Crowe is too preoccupied
to resist the pull of Jemmie Carmichael, the only girl
who's ever been able to see through his tough-guy
persona. But Jemmie has her own problems. The only
kindled who can't cast a simple spell without falling
apart, she has to prove her own worth every day, and
she doesn't have time to worry about Crowe's
troubles--especially when she's just moved on from
the last time he broke her heartright into the arms of
rival gang prospect Darek. Then the annual kindled
festival comes to town, and the powder keg of tension
surrounding Jemmie and Crowe explodes. Someone at
the festival is practicing forbidden magic, and soon
the people closest to Jemmie and Crowe begin to
disappear, one by one. With no one else to trust,
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they love most, even if that means confronting
everything unspoken between them. Come on a ride
that will leave you breathless.

Torn by the Devil (Book 3)
A chilling memoir by an FBI informant and the FBI
special agent who sent him in describes how Dave
Hall, a huge, tattooed, former biker, infiltrated the
Aryan Nations, considered America's most dangerous
white supremacist group, the effects of his
assignment on his life, and his partnership with
Burkey. 50,000 first printing.

Devil's Honor
Stolen Chopper
When a big scary biker shows up at Jimmy's Diner
fifteen minutes before the end of my shift--covered in
tattoos and looking at me like I'm on the menu--I
should flip the open sign to closed. But I don't. I'm too
used to doing what I've been told. Too used to
working and struggling and surviving to do anything
different. A closed sign wouldn't stop him anyway.
He's here to collect a debt. And I'm the only one left
to pay. RIDE ME HARD is just the beginning. The
wildly erotic journey continues with BREAK ME IN.
These are short, hot reads, sure to leave you panting
for more.
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In with the Devil
I have twenty-four hours to give her the baby she
begged for. LUCASTime is running out.The window of
opportunity is closing.There's only twenty-four hours
left to do what I promised to do:Put a baby in the
innocent girl's belly.I thought she was kidding when
she said it at first.That she wanted me to get her
pregnant.So I made her say it again.I wanted to hear
those words out loud.The kind a rogue outlaw biker
like me never intended to hear.I stared straight at her
pink, pretty lips, her flawless teeth, her warm tongue,
as she said it one more time:"I want you to give me a
baby."Right. F**king. Now.JOSEPHINEThe door shut,
and suddenly we were alone together.I almost ran out
screaming.It took every ounce of willpower I had to
keep myself glued to where I stood.This wasn't how I
pictured my life going.But the world has a funny way
of throwing you a sickening twist when you least
expect it.Which is how I ended up here.About to be
owned by a biker.Not just any biker:A complete and
total stranger. He could've been an angel or a devil, a
saint or a sinner.I had no idea either way.I'd literally
just met him.But now, he was about to knock me up.I
wonder what I'd have done if I knew how this would
all turn out.If I could have predicted the bloodshed,
the chaos, the horror, the deathMaybe I wouldn't have
done what I did next.Maybe I wouldn't have stepped
up to the cocky devil in the leather jacket, laid my
hand on his chest, and said those six twisted, filthy,
reckless little words:"I'm ready to have your baby."
THE DEVIL'S BLAZE is a full-length, standalone, super
steamy, bad boy motorcycle club romance novel from
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bestselling
author ZOEY PARKER.This suspenseful,
action-packed MC romance is intended for mature
audiences, due to violence, strong language, dark
themes and elements, and explicit intimate scenes.
The romance between the alpha male bad boy and
the fiery woman he can't resist ends with a
guaranteed happily ever after (HEA) ending, has
absolutely NO CHEATING, and does NOT include a
cliffhanger of any kind.

Devil in Black
Featured on Dateline and CNN, the true story of a
young man destined for greatness on the football
field—until a few wrong turns led him to a ten-year
prison sentence. He was offered an impossible
mission: Coax a confession out of a fellow inmate, a
serial killer, and walk free. Jimmy Keene grew up
outside of Chicago. Although he was the son of a
policeman and rubbed shoulders with the city's elite,
he ended up on the wrong side of the law and was
sentenced to ten years with no chance of parole. Just
a few months into his sentence, Keene was
approached by the prosecutor who put him behind
bars. He had convicted a man named Larry Hall for
abducting and killing a fifteen-year-old. Although Hall
was suspected of killing nineteen other young women,
there was a chance he could still be released on
appeal. If Keene could get him to confess to two
murders, there would be no doubt about Hall's guilt.
In return, Keene would get an unconditional release
from prison. But he could also get killed. A story that
gained national notoriety, this is Keene's powerful tale
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of peril,
The Devil and Ms. Moody
Authors such as Hunter Thompson, Robert Pirsig, and
Mark Singer have written about the motorcycle, that
icon for outlaws, rebels, thieves, and beat poets. This
collection of motorcycle tales features the best of the
vast collection of motorcycle writing created since old
Gottlieb Daimler first bolted a crude internalcombustion engine to his wooden two-wheeled
Einspur in 1876. In addition to essays from Thompson
and Pirsig, The Devil Can Ride features works by Peter
Egan, T.E. Lawrence, James Stevenson, Jamie Elvidge,
John Hall, and Kevin Cameron.

Biker Chick
This is book 1 of the Horsemen MC romance series!
Books 2 and 3 are available everywhere now! The
devil himself can’t keep my woman or my baby away
from me. I had Victoria once, and I haven’t forgotten
her since. She hasn’t forgotten me, either. It doesn’t
matter that there’s a whole world trying to tear us
apart. Because the baby I left in her belly is the only
reason I need to go claim her for myself. MATT My
girlfriend cheated on me with my best friend.
Afterwards, I told myself that I’d never let a woman
get under my skin like that again. But then Victoria
walks into my bar and flutters those lashes at me, and
I feel that old familiar urge again. I have to have her.
So that’s exactly what I do. I take her home, make her
scream as I bend her senseless. The morning after,
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though?
Until I realize that little Vicky was keeping a big secret
from me. She’s got a famous last name, a very rich
family, and a closet full of secrets. And one of those
secrets? She’s carrying my child. But my former
partner in crime wants revenge on me. And just as I
find my woman again, everything goes wrong. No
matter what happens, though, I will get Victoria back.
Because she—and our baby—are mine. VICTORIA
Growing up the way I did wasn’t as great as you’d
think. I had everything I ever wanted – except for my
freedom. My parents won’t let me live my life. So, one
night, I sneak away and meet the biker. He’s the
filthiest man I’ve ever seen. And when he touches me,
I don’t want him to stop. He takes me home and gives
me a night I’ll never forget. But that one night has
consequences I never could have expected. And when
I realize I’m pregnant, I don’t know what to do. My
parents want me to marry another man. That’s when
the bad boy storms back into my life. He refuses to
give me up, but how can we be together? I’m a
princess; he’s a biker. But when I’m kidnapped, our
differences don’t even matter anymore. Because I
know that this outlaw is the man for me… …and that
he owns me: body, heart, and soul. *** A secret baby
romance between a bad boy alpha male biker
heartthrob and an innocent girl with dark secrets? Tell
me no more! This new adult contemporary romance
will melt your heart from page one. If you love
marriage and weddings with unexpected babies, dark
romance with sex, or romance suspense thrillers, then
this is the book for you. Pick it up today to fall in love
with the DEVIL IN BLACK.
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“The” "gest Hystoriale" of the
Destruction of Troy
The Devil's Blaze
When psychic Leah McKenna 'sees' the abduction of a
small boy, she knows she must help find him, no
matter the danger to herself. David Logan, the boy's
uncle, doesn't believe in psychic phenomenon. He
believes Leah knows who kidnapped his nephew, and
plans to stick close to her to discover the truth. As
they search for Jeremy they uncover truths about
themselves and the way they feel about each other.
Can Leah convince him her visions, and her love for
him, are real before time runs out for all of them?

Property of the Biker
The sexy continuation of the New York Times
bestselling Reapers Motorcycle Club series As
Reapers Motorcycle Club president, Reese “Picnic”
Hayes has given his entire life to the club. After losing
his wife, he knew he’d never love another woman.
And with two daughters to raise and a club to
manage, that was just fine with him. These days,
Reese keeps his relationships free and easy—he
definitely doesn’t want to waste his time on a glorified
cleaning lady like London Armstrong. Too bad he’s
completely obsessed with her. London is independent,
and she likes it that way. Besides running her own
business, London’s got her junkie cousin’s daughter to
look after—a more reckless than average eighteenPage 21/29
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year-old.
president, but she’s not stupid. Reese Hayes is a
criminal and a thug. But when her young cousin gets
caught up with a ruthless drug cartel, Reese might be
the only man who can help her. Now London has to
make the hardest decision of her life—how far will she
go to save her family?

Channeling Biker Bob
A gripping history of outlaw motorcycle club culture
from its beginnings to the present day. In a world
where most of us roll over when confronted by the
power of authority, the antihero figure of the outlaw
biker stands beyond the crowd, a beacon of social
freedom. By choosing to live outside of society’s
conventions, the one-percenter has the inner strength
to act on his own convictions. Though most of us are
too timid to venture into these outer margins of
society, the one-percenter not only enters those
margins—he stomps on them. In Hell on Wheels, avid
motorcyclist Bill Hayes dives deep into the world of
the outlaw motorcyclist, exploring legendary clubs
like the Hells Angels, the Bandidos, the Outlaws, the
Vagos, the Pagans, the Mongols, and many others,
allowing the reader to peer into motorcycle club
culture. Featuring both modern and historical photos,
as well as a rare collection of club memorabilia found
in no other publication, Hell on Wheels traces the
roots and development of motorcycle club culture: its
origins in the years following World War II; the
turbulent 1960s and the disco era; the transition of
clubs from loose groups of hooligans to highly
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organized
clashes with law enforcement amid the post-9/11
world of the Patriot Act. The one-percenter has
become one of the most popular figures in outlaw
culture, and Hell on Wheels is his story.

Reaper's Stand
The Devil's Butler
The Devil’s Russian Beauty
This is book 2 of the Devil's Wings MC romance
series! Book 3 is available everywhere now! I rode
him like I stole him. He swears he’s going to break me
and spill the secrets I’ve been hiding. The only way to
save myself is to give my body up to his touch. But
when a war erupts around us, there’s only one safe
place left: Held in the biker’s arms. FARRAH I thought
she was my best friend, but she tricked me. Now, I’m
trapped in a bikers’ clubhouse. Drugs and slaves
surround me. Blood and rage overwhelm me. And the
outlaw Connor Ryan is doing his best to destroy me.
He knows I’m not who I say I am. But confessing my
truth will just bring ruin on everything I was forced to
leave behind. There’s only one way to stave off my
breakdown: Taking the biker for the ride of his life.
CONNOR They gave her to me, but I had no idea what
kind of chaos I was taking into my bed. Her nickname
suits her, but nothing else makes a lick of sense. She
doesn’t think or act like the other club girls. I have no
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tolerance
open. One way or another - whether with my mouth
or my hands – I will make her tell me the truth. And
then I will punish her for lying to me. But just before I
break through, chaos explodes and my club begins to
crumble. Against all odds, she becomes my only
lifeline in a stormy ocean. But I should’ve known
better than to put my trust in the devil’s daughter.

Pay the Devil
This is book 1 of the Devil's Wings MC romance
series! Books 2 and 3 are available everywhere now! I
rode him like I stole him. He swears he’s going to
break me and spill the secrets I’ve been hiding. The
only way to save myself is to give my body up to his
touch. But when a war erupts around us, there’s only
one safe place left: Held in the biker’s arms. FARRAH I
thought she was my best friend, but she tricked me.
Now, I’m trapped in a bikers’ clubhouse. Drugs and
slaves surround me. Blood and rage overwhelm me.
And the outlaw Connor Ryan is doing his best to
destroy me. He knows I’m not who I say I am. But
confessing my truth will just bring ruin on everything I
was forced to leave behind. There’s only one way to
stave off my breakdown: Taking the biker for the ride
of his life. CONNOR They gave her to me, but I had no
idea what kind of chaos I was taking into my bed. Her
nickname suits her, but nothing else makes a lick of
sense. She doesn’t think or act like the other club
girls. I have no tolerance for bs, so I’m determined to
crack her wide open. One way or another - whether
with my mouth or my hands – I will make her tell me
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the truth.
But just before I break through, chaos explodes and
my club begins to crumble. Against all odds, she
becomes my only lifeline in a stormy ocean. But I
should’ve known better than to put my trust in the
devil’s daughter.

Stolen Cruiser
He is my biggest temptation Logan is a complication I
didn't count on. I need to stay away-too many lives
depend on it. One wrong move and everything around
me will crumble. But his graveled voice calls to me.
His wicked smile takes my breath. His deep blue eyes
intoxicate me. His heated touch seduces me. And his
hard body promises hot nights beyond my dirtiest
fantasies. Saying yes would be wrong. But being
wrong feels so good.

Addicted to the Devil
The Official Xbox Magazine
The Dealings of God, Man and the Devil
Back when I was seventeen, a buddy and I took a car
for a test drive. I guess we really wanted to test it
because we drove it all the way from the suburbs of
Cleveland to Chicago. That was one of the first of
many trips in my life. Since then, they have been
tamer and less intense but, certainly, still exciting. Ive
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across quite a few memorable people and
places, and this story touches some of those
experiences. We all have our little story to tell about
our lives, and this is mine. It is here that I share them
with you, and I hope you find some enjoyment out of
it. I look forward to someday reading about your
story.

A Test Drive to Chicago
Magic springs from unexpected sources. In the second
novel of The Werewolves of Rebellion series, Phillip
Andrews, second-in-command of the Werewolves of
Rebellion, bumps into Daffodil, a leggy blond, and
falls hard for her. There’s only one problem—she’s the
River Rebel’s branded property. But Daffodil has even
worse problems and finds herself in a dangerous,
abusive sexual game with Ezra Smith, acting
president of the River Rebels. Upon meeting Phillip,
Daffodil can’t get him out of her mind. He gives her
hope and strength, things no man has ever inspired in
her before. If she tries to leave the River Rebels, Ezra
will surely find her and murder Phillip. And when she
foils one of Ezra’s human-trafficking shipments,
Daffodil is forced to escape the MC and go into hiding
in Phillip’s arms. As Halloween approaches, the
Werewolves of Rebellion are faced with bizarre deaths
in their MC. Men are found drained of everything,
leaving only mummified husks behind. Demon-women
tantalize dreams and frighten everyone in the MC.
Bernadette, mate to club president Frank Nightshade,
is now an apprentice witch, but although she keeps
trying to protect the MC and Frank’s clan from evil,
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now she
too. The only way that Phil and Daffodil can be
together is to vanquish the demons, but in doing so,
how many will lose their lives, and will it be worth it
for their love?

Devil
Hired to find the missing heir to a fortune, Edwina
Moody finds her quarry, a sexy outlaw named Diablo,
when he rescues her from a gang of bikers, and he
challenges her to help him by going undercover as a
lady biker with the Warlords

Ride Me Hard
This is book 3 and the finale of the Broken Wings MC
series! She might not survive getting torn by the
devil. I’m a savage beast with a biker’s patch on my
kutte and blood on my hands. She’s a complete
mystery – and also, my ex. Jas is desperate for
protection that only I can provide. But nothing in this
world comes for free. PAX My club, the Broken Wings
MC, was the only thing I ever cared about. Except for
her. So when Jasmine comes tumbling back in my life,
with no rhyme, no reason, or any memory of how she
fell back into my lap, I don’t have a choice. I gotta
stop what I’m doing and find out who hurt her. Then,
I’m gonna hunt that monster down and break every
bone in his body. But Jasmine is hiding secrets behind
that pretty little face. Too bad we don’t have time to
sit around and make sense of the situation. She needs
my help, or she’s going to end up six feet under. So I
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do what
people who dared lay a finger on my woman. JASMINE
I try to remember, but there’s only darkness in my
past. Someone did something bad to me. Something
very bad. If only I knew what. The dark, brooding bad
boy who saved me claims he has answers. But he
won’t tell me until I’m “ready to hear.” And that won’t
happen until I give him what he wants. On my knees,
on my back, in the heart of his club. Whatever it
takes. Whatever the biker commands. *** Do you
want to get TORN BY THE DEVIL? As soon as you meet
this bad boy alpha male biker, you’ll fall in love and
want more. Pax is a sexy bad boy biker, and Jasmine
is an innocent girl. This second chance romance will
break your heart and put it back together again.
Check out this motorcycle club romance series today
if you love new adult contemporary romance or dark
romance with sex.
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